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CHAIR’S
INTRODUCTION
It gives me great pleasure to introduce the charity’s Trustees’ Annual Report, which sets out for our supporters and the
general public what the Born Free Foundation has achieved in the past twelve months, and our future plans.
It has been another busy year, with many important developments in our charitable work. The economic environment
continues to be difficult, so it is particularly encouraging that our income and project expenditure have held up quite well.
The section covering the charity’s Strategy and Plans on pages 4 to 7 highlights how we are delivering our charitable objects
and our Chief Executive comments in detail on our projects and key achievements on pages 8 to 17, summarising our
animal welfare, conservation and education work.
So far as our Trustees are concerned, we were very sorry to see Dianne Thompson CBE retire from our Board after five years’
valuable service. In her place we were fortunate to appoint Adam Batty, a young lawyer with a background in corporate
governance and a lifetime’s interest in wildlife conservation. As a result of Dianne’s departure, Peter Ellis was appointed to
replace her as chair of our Finance & General Purposes Committee.
I should like to highlight three particular aspects that for me demonstrate the range and quality of what we do:
•
Our work on EU Zoos has been ground-breaking. This year saw the publication of the bulk of the EU Zoo Enquiry
country reports and the preparation of our Summary Findings which was presented via an exhibition at the
European Parliament in April 2012. This work has received a very positive reception both from the European
Commission and from many Members States and holds out the prospect of significant improvements for wild
animals in captivity in the EU through enhanced training and capacity-building and the effective enforcement of the
EU Zoos Directive and associated national legislation.
•
Further progress was made at Ensessakotteh in Ethiopia, a 77-hectare site where, through Born Free Ethiopia and
in partnership with the Ethiopian Wildlife Conservation Authority and Born Free USA we provide rehabilitation and
lifetime care for injured and orphan animals as well as animals confiscated from illegal trade. There were a number
of new arrivals and we will soon be expanding our education and community activities.
•
All our work depends on the quality of our fund raising efforts, particularly in these difficult economic times where
many charities are competing for donations. Our Marketing and PR teams show great creativity in generating
support, as typified in June 2011 by the memorable Savoy event to celebrate Virginia McKenna’s 80th birthday.
More details of these and other projects will be found on subsequent pages, but of course none of our achievements would
have been possible without our loyal and generous members and adopters and our many Patrons, sponsors and donors.
Finally, I would like to thank our staff, our excellent volunteers and my fellow Trustees for their continuing hard work and
dedication. Will Travers and his senior team – Alison Hood (Campaigns Director), Anne Tudor (Marketing Director), Shirley
Galligan (PR Director), Simon Allen (Operations Director), Stephen Chandler (Finance Manager) and Jo Wakefield (Office
Operations Manager) – provide first class leadership. But we are exceptionally fortunate that we have so many talented long
service employees, and that our new
recruits have blended in so well.
Will and the Born Free team outside the Horsham office

Photo © BFF

Michael Reyner
Chair of Trustees
11 September 2012
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STRATEGY AND
PLANS
The charity’s mission is very well described in our formal Objects as set out below:
•

To preserve and conserve animal species in their natural habitat on an international basis and to undertake all
relevant research activities in connection therewith or ancillary thereto, and to publish the useful results of such
research, and to provide relevant educational materials and equipment and other support to communities in area
where preservation and conservation are undertaken

•

To prevent all types of cruelty and abuse of animals and wildlife, particularly in zoos and other places where
animals are kept in captivity

•

To educate the public and to advance the education of natural history, environmental studies, ecology, and resource
conservation in industrial, urban, natural and marine environments

•

To relieve the suffering of animals of any species which are in need of care and attention and (where appropriate)
assist in the provision of improved facilities for the care of animals in captivity

We seek to fulfil our mission in five main ways:
•

By conceiving and implementing animal welfare and wildlife conservation projects under our own management

•

By supporting such projects managed by other organisations

•

By constantly developing our own competencies in animal welfare and wildlife conservation and helping likeminded people to do the same

•

By carrying out and financing research to enable us to act as a thought-leader in animal welfare and wildlife
conservation to influence public opinion and decision-makers

•

By providing educational materials and opportunities for young people and adults in the UK and around the world

In developing these objectives the Trustees have had regard to the Charity Commission’s guidance on public benefit.
Our work benefits the many millions of people in the UK and around the world who have a respect for animals in general and
wildlife in particular. Through our conservation projects we also benefit the environment which is to everyone’s advantage.
Our education activities are valued by young people in the UK, and those we undertake in the developing world are of the
most direct and practical benefit to young people and their communities. The academic research we sponsor advances our
understanding of wildlife and the environment worldwide. The results of our work are freely available to all members of
the public via our website and various publications. We also have a large group of active supporters who receive additional
communications and play an important role in championing our cause through our Activate programme.
In pursuit of our Objects and in order to deliver our vision we have a well-defined campaign structure refined over
the years:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marine
Zoo Check
Primate
Carnivore
Elephants
Global Initiatives and Education
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STRATEGY AND
PLANS
As part of well-established planning process we identify a number of Key Objectives. Set out below are the outcomes of
work on eleven Key Objectives from the Annual Plan 2011-12 (for the full range of our work see the Review of Activities on
pages 8-17):
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Objectives

Outcomes

Maintain our portfolio of programmes and projects with a
view to carrying out a revision in 2012/13

Success. We maintained our programmes throughout the
year.

Complete the Ensessakotteh Master Plan

Success. The Palace & Army lions were moved to new
enclosures at the centre in Nov 11.

Prepare two captive bottle nose dolphins for release
(Turkey) with associated PR and Marketing support

Partial success. Preparations went well and at the end of
the reporting period all was ready for a release in May
2012.

With Born Free USA and others submit a Petition to the US
Secretary of the Interior to list the African lion as
endangered on the Endangered Species Act (ESA)

Success. The Petition was submitted and a response is
expected in September 2012.

Complete the EU Zoo Inquiry Reports and put pressure on
the EU Commission to review the application and working
of the EU Zoos Directive

Success. Reports were completed and published with a
high profile launch scheduled for April 2012.

Continue to construct Lion-proof Bomas in Kenya with a
target of 50 by end 2011/12

Partial success. 30 were built. Local communities strongly
support the project but need time to accumulate their
contributions. (Co-funding is an important aspect of the
project.)

Continue to press for an end to the exploitation of wild
animals in circuses in England and Wales

Success. Government decision end Feb 12 to ban by
2014/15 through primary legislation with increased
regulation in interim. (See below for more detail on Born
Free’s part.)

Conduct a high-profile Born Free/Virginia McKenna birthday
celebration at the Savoy Hotel London to raise funds for our
work with associated Marketing and PR

Success. Savoy dinner hugely successful, netting £153k.

Complete the Pride in Bournemouth event and plan for
further joint Wild in Art/Born Free events including in Cape
Town (South Africa) for lions and across Europe for polar
bears

Success. Pride of Bournemouth was a success, with a high
PR profile. New events were initiated in Cape Town,
Northampton and Norwich.

STRATEGY AND
PLANS
Objectives

Outcomes

Increase the number of events benefitting Born Free
Foundation

Success. A range of events took place including London
Marathon (£7k) London - Paris Bike Ride (£9k). The Big Cat
Nap was launched as a future annual event.

In collaboration with senior executives from Born Free USA,
progress, as appropriate, the alignment of Born Free as a
global brand

Postponed. External factors militated against proceeding
with this objective.

Improve Membership and Adoption retention rates and
introduce new Marketing products to engage public support

Success. Adoption retention improved and Membership
retention was maintained. New products and improved
communications with supporters were introduced.

Upgrade the ICT infrastructure and capacity within Born Free
Foundation including membership database, financial, shop,
images, online activities, social networking

Success. Wide-ranging upgrades to the UK & Kenya office IT
systems completed. See Operations report.
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STRATEGY AND
PLANS
Future Plans
Born Free’s Annual Plan Key Objectives in the coming year (2012/13) are set out below:
International Wildlife Trade
•
Establish a basis for the future operation of the African Elephant Coalition Bureau.
•
Prepare for Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Fauna and Flora (CITES) 16th Conference of
the Parties (CoP 16) (Mar 2013) including addressing specific issues relating to lions and elephants.
South Africa
•
Complete the incorporation of Born Free South Africa as a not-for-profit public benefit organisation and establish its
operational infrastructure, corporate identity etc.
•
Prepare for Pride of Cape Town public art event & auction to increase profile and revenue for Born Free in Africa's
single biggest economy to support lion conservation and our long term operations there.
Ensessakotteh, Ethiopia
•
Assess feasibility of new long term projects in Ethiopia (cheetah release and Hariyamana Zoo closure and animal
relocation/release).
•
Complete at least four new animal enclosures and Education and Visitor Centre at Ensessakotteh.
Captivity
•
Complete and publish all reports for EU Zoo Enquiry 2011 and publish new in-depth reports on UK zoos. Work with
stakeholders (including EU Veterinary Services and EU Member States) to address short-comings identified in the
report.
•
Complete release of dolphins Tom & Misha (Back to the Blue). Hold post project review & write report.
•
Host workshop and develop tools for implementation of the Compassionate Conservation concept.
Marketing
•
Restructure and launch membership scheme with new literature.
•
Launch MOON-SIGN jewellery range.
•
Run high profile fundraising events (Goodwood House).
Media
•
Influence practices of global tourism industry through agreed ABTA Codes of Practice and their implementation.
Organisational Effectiveness
•
Improve tools for internal and external communication and collaboration.
•
Develop new interfaces and systems to improve the effectiveness of our delivery.
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S
REPORT
Born Free has had a successful year despite the economic headwinds. The Chair of Trustees
has mentioned the culmination of our work on the EU Zoo Enquiry and the continued
development of our Ensessakotteh wildlife and education centre in Ethiopia which, in
different ways, are significant achievements.

An even longer journey has been the fight by Born Free to end the keeping of wild animals
by circuses in the United Kingdom, but the end is in sight. This year saw a clear commitment
by the Government to end this inhuman practice by 2015.
Will Travers, Chief Executive
At the same time wild animals face increasing pressure in the wild. As we report elsewhere,
ivory poaching continues to devastate elephant populations and Kenyan lions face intense
competition from the growing human population. Our lion-proof boma project is one way Born Free is making a difference.

Photo © M Daines

At the end of the reporting period two dolphins Tom and Misha, were being finally readied
for their release back to the wild. This has been a challenging journey but an immensely
satisfying one epitomising what Born Free is all about – keeping wildlife in the wild.

Lastly, in addition to our intense marketing, fundraising and media activities we have upgraded much of our IT infrastructure
increasing efficiency and the provision of a better service to our many supporters. In the end it is our supporters who enable
us to make a difference and their loyalty through these difficult times is greatly appreciated.

Will Travers OBE
Chief Executive
Born Free Foundation

Zoo Check

The Programme
• Promotes Born Free’s core aim to keep wildlife in the wild
• Challenges the multi-billion pound global zoo industry
• Investigates neglect and cruelty, and exposes suffering and exploitation
• Campaigns for tighter legislation
• Responds to public concerns about captive wild animals
• Engages the travel industry with the aim of phasing-out bad practice

Photo © BFF

Zoo Check, and its central message, remains at the core of Born Free.

Annual Highlights
• EU Zoo Inquiry 2011: An extensive evaluation of the implementation and enforcement of the EC Zoos Directive
(No1999/22) within 21 EU Member States culminated in the publication of the main Summary Report. As a result of this
work, the European Commission is committed to taking steps to improving enforcement of the Directive.
• Commission-led Veterinary Training: The European Commission and the Federation of Veterinarians of Europe, in
collaboration with Born Free, provided captive wild animal veterinary training in four EU member states in 2011-12, with
further training planned.
• Wild Animals in Circuses in England: After years of campaigning and following a debate in the House of Commons
unanimously voting in favour of a ban on wild animals in travelling circuses in England, the Government has committed to
ending this practice (effective 2015).
• Standards of Modern Zoo Practice: Born Free consulted with DEFRA* on updating the Standards, specifically with regard to
elephants and more stringent zoo licensing rules.
*Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S C
REPORT
“While it is vital that Born Free strongly calls for zoos and other captive wild animal practices to be phased-out, in the interim
we must not forget the millions of animals who are confined in such ‘environments’. Therefore we must champion tougher
legislation and better enforcement as we continue to keep the plight of captive wild animals in the spotlight.”
Alison Hood, Programmes Director

Carnivore Programme
Big Cat Projects

The Project
• Rescues big cats from appalling captive conditions
• Supports big cat conservation in the wild
• Develops humane solutions to mitigate human/big cat conflict
• Responds to public concerns about wild big cats
Annual Highlights
• Big Cat Rescue: Born Free rescued or rehomed four lions during the year
(see Ethiopia report). At the end of this period Born Free was caring for a total of 31 rescued big cats at our specialist care
facilities in Ethiopia, South Africa, Malawi and India.
• Tiger Conservation: As well as financing the Satpuda Landscape Tiger Programme’s (SLTP) portfolio of grass-roots conservation
activities, Born Free coordinated the Annual SLTP Seminar in Pench Tiger Reserve, attended by partners and invited guests,
including Shri Praveen Pardehsi, the Principal Secretary for the Environment for Maharashtra State, who gratefully
acknowledged Born Free’s involvement and supported the network’s efforts. A new funding model for the SLTP network was
agreed that will embrace new organisations and individuals and encourage a more collaborative approach to future projects.
• Lion Conservation: Our efforts to reduce conflict between lions and local communities in Kenya continue through our ‘Lion
Proof Boma’ building project. We have also supported efforts to assist lion Range States improve their lion protection and
conservation measures and reduce the impact of trophy hunting (reported under Born Free USA).

Photo © S Brend/BFF

This project combines conservation initiatives, trade investigations and
individual rescue and care.

“Big Cats are at the heart of Born Free's history. Fifty or more years ago, when Elsa's story was unfolding and inspiring a
generation worldwide, big cats were still relatively numerous, but now they are increasingly under threat. Today, in no small
part due to the impact of that very story, big cats still persist in the wild. However, for most species, it is a perilous existence
with a very uncertain future. Born Free's Big Cat Programme continues to protect wild lions, tigers and snow leopards with
innovative and bold initiatives, reflecting the importance of Elsa's legacy.”
Chris Wright, Programmes Officer

Ethiopian Wolf Conservation Programme (Project)

The Project
• Protects endangered Ethiopian wolves throughout the Afroalpine highlands
of Ethiopia
• Builds capacity to strengthen wildlife conservation and protected areas in
Ethiopia
• Implements domestic dog vaccination campaigns to reduce risk of rabies
being transmitted to wild relatives
• Campaigns to educate younger generations and thereby encourage them to value and protect Afroalpine biodiversity
9
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This project, supported by Born Free for 14 years, helps protect what
many regard as the world’s rarest canid, together with the environment
it inhabits, one of Ethiopia’s main water-catchment areas.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S
REPORT
Annual Highlights
• EWCP achieved its goal of publishing the 10-year National Action Plan for Ethiopian Wolf Conservation.
• As well as continuing with the vital domestic dog vaccinations and wolf monitoring activities, new initiatives included the
identification and training of community wolf ambassadors in North Ethiopia and the Arsi Mountains.
• Training workshops were held in Bale and the North, targeting teachers working in the smaller rural schools around wolf
habitat. The workshops helped strengthen conservation efforts in the schools.
• EWCP designed and distributed new education pamphlets to farmers within the wolf range, emphasising the benefits of
sustainable resource use.
• EWCP carried out the first ever oral rabies vaccination trials on Ethiopian wolves; a huge step forward for the project. The
results were very positive, and the coming year will see EWCP expanding these trials to other packs in the Bale Mountains.

“The launch of the 10 year strategic plan for the conservation of Ethiopian wolves provides EWCP with a blue print to deliver
the necessary conservation actions to protect the rarest carnivore in Africa (and arguably the world), including the ambitious
target of restoring Ethiopian wolves to Gojjam before the end of this decade.”
Professor Claudio Sillero, Head of Conservation

The Project
• Monitors wild polar bears and campaigns to protect global populations
• Campaigns to prevent wild bear exploitation
• Researches wild bear populations in north east Turkey
• Campaigns against the illegal trade in bear gallbladders
• Supports the work of Animals Asia Foundation and their rescue of bears
from bear farms
• Responds to public concerns about captive bears
Annual Highlights
• Born Free continued to support KuzeyDoga, a Turkish organisation
protecting large carnivores in their natural habitat in Turkey. Through camera traps and tracking equipment that Born Free
helped provide, it was discovered that one wolf covered over 2,000sq km in 2 months.
• Claudio Sillero reviewed human-bear conflict issues during a site meeting with Whitley Award-winner and KuzeyDoga
founder, Cagan Sekercioglu.
• KuzeyDoga’s proposal to create Turkey's first wildlife corridor was officially authorised. The tracking and camera trap
equipment Born Free helped provide will assist in the delineation of this vital reforested area which will be 81km long,
covering 23,500 hectares.

Photo © A Walk

Bear Project

“Some brown bears in Eastern Turkey feed on rubbish dumps, becoming bolder and approaching settlements, which in turn
may fuel antagonism and attract calls for a resumption of bear hunting. Born Free is working with KuzeyDoga to address the
causes of this conflict, lobbying local governments to fence rubbish dumps.”
Professor Claudio Sillero, Head of Conservation
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S C
REPORT
R
Elephant Programme

The Programme
• Protects wild elephants and their habitat
• Fights the brutal ivory trade
• Helps care for rescued elephants
• Responds to public concerns about wild elephants

Photo © G Logan

Wild elephant protection was the first species-specific conservation
work undertaken by Born Free and it continues as a main focus for the
organisation.

Annual Highlights
• African Elephant Protection: 2011/12 was a terrible year for wild elephants. Internationally, over 27,000kgs of illegal raw
ivory was seized and elephant poaching has continued at high levels, including in strongholds such as Tanzania.
As part of its support for the Kenya Wildlife Service, Born Free attended the burning of 5 tonnes of confiscated ivory in Tsavo,
organised by the Lusaka Agreement Task Force – an inter-governmental law enforcement agency, dedicated to bringing
wildlife criminals to justice.
Results from the 2011 Tsavo elephant census demonstrated that while elephant populations face renewed pressure across
much of Africa, numbers remain steady in Kenya thanks to effective conservation measures. The unique salt-mining Mount
Elgon elephants, which Born Free has helped protect for more than 10 years, may be increasing in number, from just 89 in
2000 to approximately 300 today.
• Asian Elephant Protection: Born Free’s fieldwork in Sri Lanka came fully on stream. In human/elephant conflict areas we
encourage selected farmers to cultivate cash crops that are not attractive to elephants (‘elephant resistant crops’) but provide
a secure income. This provides the basis for practical environmental education from organic farming methods to raising
awareness about the impacts of agricultural expansion and habitat encroachment.
At the Elephant Transit Home Born Free continued fostering Matilda, one of the rescued elephants. We supported the
construction of pens to help contain newly arrived animals during quarantine, avoiding the previous practice of tethering. We
also provided new beds, bedding and mosquito nets for the staff that sleep at the facility every night in order to give the
three-hourly, round-the-clock feeds.
Born Free collected data on the conditions of elephants in captivity at religious pageants and elephant-back ride locations. Important
factors such as open wounds on the legs and access to clean water were noted, and analysis / reporting will take place next year.

“Watching that pile of ivory go up in smoke in Kenya gave me cause for hope – hope that, once more, the world was
turning its back on the ivory trade and renewing its commitment to fighting elephant poaching... But it’s going to be a huge task.”
Shelley Waterland, Programmes Manager

The Programme
• Supports the global conservation of wild apes through UNEP’s ‘GRASP’
initiative (Great Ape Survival Partnership)
• Investigates and campaigns against the illegal bushmeat trade
• Funds sanctuaries for rescued great apes and monkeys
• Supports primate habitat protection, for example Eastern Lowland gorilla
conservation in Kahuzi-Biega National Park, Democratic Republic of Congo
• Responds to public concerns about wild primates
11
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Primate Programme

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S
REPORT
Annual Highlights
• Kahuzi Biega National Park: In addition to our regular funding, Born Free secured a grant of AU$20,000 (£12,900) per
year for three years from Humane Society International (Australia) for this important but under-resourced park. This will
support the re-establishment of activities in the Kasese sector, one of the most critical sites for the Eastern Lowland gorilla
made inaccessible for a decade due to civil unrest.
Born Free provided support from our Mugaruka and Chimanuka adoption, sending £6,500 to support school costs for local
pygmy children and rations and equipment for ranger patrols.
• Cameroon: Born Free secured a further grant of £20,000 from the Rufford Foundation for the Last Great Ape (LAGA) organisation
which, supplemented by a grant of £15,000 from Born Free funds, made a substantial contribution to their annual budget.
LAGA continued to successfully support wildlife law enforcement, initiating 56 prosecutions, 36 sentences, US$100,000 (£62,500) in
damages paid to the Ministry of Forests and Fauna and securing 371 articles in printed press and broadcast media.
Our support for Cameroon’s Limbe Wildlife Centre enabled the renovation of the quarantine enclosure and provided addition
environmental enrichment for their chimpanzees.
• Primate Society of Great Britain: Our regular grant of £1,000 was split between two projects. The first aimed to provide
public education and establish a system of community monitoring for the critically endangered brown-headed spider
monkey and other primates in North West Ecuador.
The second was to conduct a survey on crop raiding by various primates, including the endangered Drill in the Calabar state
of Nigeria.

“Born Free’s work on primates manages to achieve both breadth and depth with worldwide project support for high priority
endangered species focussing on conservation of great apes, especially in Cameroon, and rescue, rehabilitation and release efforts.”
David Jay, Programme Officer

Marine Programme

Annual Highlights
• Back to the Blue: Throughout this financial year, Born Free continued
with the rehabilitation programme for Tom and Misha the two dolphins
we rescued from a filthy swimming pool in Turkey in 2010. This high profile project presented many challenges from the
reconditioning of the animals ready for their life back in the wild, to overcoming administrative and political hurdles. (Tom
and Misha were successfully released on May 8th 2012.)

Photo © J Foster

The Programme
• Funds the conservation of marine turtles, dugongs, sharks and dolphins
• Educates people about the conservation and protection of marine species
and their environment
• Responds to public concerns about wild marine species

• Sea Sense: Born Free’s support helped maintain Sea Sense’s programme of community turtle nest protection which
recorded 379 nests from which 33,000 hatchlings reached the sea.
The development of ecotourism activities on key beaches progressed in collaboration with participating hotels.
Four dugong awareness workshops were held in the critical Rufiji Delta area, and Sea Sense made two presentations at the
31st International Sea Turtle Symposium.
In March, Sea Sense conducted Tanzania’s first ever turtle satellite-tagging operation to find out more about their movements
between nesting seasons.
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“Back to the Blue has been a challenging project on many levels; from animal care and re-conditioning to the almost
continual political and practical problems of working in Turkey. Ultimately though we hope it will be a challenge to the
captivity industry and that its story will change people's acceptance of cetaceans in captivity.”
Alison Hood, Programmes Director

Global Initiatives and Education Programme
The Programme
• Seeks to respond to emergency situations around the world
• Works on one-off projects
• Includes Born Free’s participation in international multi-species coalitions such as Species Survival Network (SSN), of which
Born Free is a founder member
• Supports schools and communities close to Born Free funded projects (Global Friends)
Annual Highlights
• Species Survival Network (SSN): Will Travers, as President of the Board of SSN, attended the CITES* Standing Committee
61 (Geneva) in August 2011 which included the commissioning of an independent report concerning a Decision-Making
Mechanism for future trade in ivory to be reviewed at the next meeting of the Standing Committee in 2012. SSN remains
deeply opposed to such a process believing that anticipation of future trade will only make matters worse for Africa’s elephants.
*Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species

SSN continues to be well-represented in all the CITES regions and is working with Parties on species as diverse as parrots,
lions, rhino, tigers and chameleons.
• People and Wildlife Centre: Working with the team at the Lilongwe Wildlife Centre in Malawi, Born Free Foundation
accredited the Centre as the first such facility recognizing its high standards of animal welfare, its comprehensive
engagement with the local communities and, ultimately, in becoming operationally self-sufficient.
• Global Friends: Born Free continued to support schools and communities in a variety of ways.
In Ethiopia, fostering respect for wildlife and the Ethiopian wolf, Born Free helped to provide fencing for a tree nursery and
textbooks and desks.
Born Free continued to support PoPoF (Pole Pole Foundation) in Democratic Republic of Congo, primarily with funding for the
salaries of the staff, several of who were previously involved in illegal exploitation within nearby Kahuzi-Biega National Park.

“Wildlife and communities are inherently linked. You cannot protect wildlife without the support of the local community.
Born Free strives to include local communities in every wildlife project we undertake and believe that fostering respect for wild
animals, and their habitat, in the local area is the only way to protect the environment and the world for future generations.”
Andrina Murrell, Programmes Officer

2011/12: Other Highlights
Born Free USA
Born Free USA is a registered not-for-profit (501 c 3) with offices in Sacramento and Washington DC, together with a Primate
Sanctuary in Texas and a Canadian representative, based in Toronto. The organisation promotes the core philosophies of
Born Free to the American people.
• In October 2011, Born Free USA led a media firestorm, when some 50 captive exotic animals were released by their owner
in Ohio and slain in the streets. We spoke with ABC, the BBC, CNN, Los Angeles Times and USA Today, among others. Our
staff subsequently helped craft a successful bill in Ohio restricting the private possession of exotic animals.
13

CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S
REPORT
• We spearheaded successful bear gallbladder/bile trade bills in New York and Hawaii, testified against a bear hunt in
Nevada, had our bear protection bill introduced in Vermont, and supported a tiger-trade ban in New Jersey. We also played a
role in reintroducing the federal Captive Primate Safety Act, which would prohibit the interstate movement of primates if
they are kept as pets.
• In November 2011 we agreed to provide lifetime care to 112 macaques and one baboon from the bankrupt Wild Animal
Orphanage. The movement of animals to the Born Free USA Primate Sanctuary was scheduled for mid-2012.
• Our Primate Sanctuary welcomed a snow monkey from a Kansas backyard, a baboon from a Wisconsin basement, and a
rhesus macaque from a Mississippi roadside zoo.
• Born Free continued to advocate, along with other NGOS*, for the listing of the African lion as endangered on the US
Endangered Species Act. If approved, such a listing would substantially end the import of wild lion trophies into the USA thus
reducing the number of lions killed for this purpose by several hundred each year.
*Non Governmental Organisations

This primate rescue is an enormous undertaking, but it is also a great source of pride for all of us in the Born Free USA
family. It would have been easy to say ‘this is not our problem’. Instead, everyone stepped up to make sure these incredible
individuals are assured a quality life for the rest of their days.
Tim Ajax, Born Free USA Primate Sanctuary Director

Born Free Kenya
Born Free Kenya is a registered branch of the Born Free Foundation, headquartered in Nairobi with a staff of eight.
Born Free Kenya has continued with its important work to protect wildlife and support communities in Kenya. Highlights
include:
• Anti-Poaching and Outreach: During the year, our teams lifted 248 snares in the Tsavo, Naivasha and Machakos area. We
noted a large decline in the number of snares in the Ruma conservation area.
We coordinated the treatment of four giraffes and 11 zebras, and worked with the Kenya Wildlife Service to secure the arrest
of six poachers during this period.
The Born Free anti-poaching and outreach team was able to communicate our conservation education messages to 38,330
people.
• Lion Conservation: Following the success of the lion-proof boma project in the outskirts of Amboseli National Park, we
extended our effort to areas around of Tsavo West and Chyulu National Parks. 30 lion-proof bomas were constructed,
protecting livestock belonging to about 220 Maasai pastoralists.
BF Kenya is in the process of expanding its lion conservation efforts to Samburu, through support for the work of Ewaso
Lions.
• Animal Welfare: Born Free assessed the status of several captive facilities and noted that there were no significant
improvements since the previous survey. The apparent mushrooming of captive animal facilities at the coast is particularly
troubling and we hope to take this up with the Kenya Wildlife Service.

“Kenya is not only historically important to Born Free but, as a country, is a conservation leader in Africa. Kenya’s approach
to wildlife is one that Born Free supports but we all realize that success cannot be achieved by one entity alone. That is why
Born Free Kenya partners with KWC as well as with other NGOs at every opportunity to assist in a national effort to keep
wildlife in the wild.”
Iregi Mwenja, Born Free (Kenya) Manager
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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S C
REPORT
Born Free Ethiopia
Born Free Foundation Ethiopia (BFFE) is a registered not-for-profit in Ethiopia and is a branch of the Born Free Foundation. It
is headquartered in Addis Ababa.
The Born Free Foundation Ethiopia team had another very good year.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed construction of three more ‘large carnivore ranges’ to an internationally approved standard.
Trans-located two adult male lions from temporary accommodation at the Presidential Palace to Ensessakotteh.
Rescued two adult male lions from appalling conditions at the Harar Army Barracks.
Individuals from seven other species, including primates, birds and ungulates, were rescued.
Some animals successfully rehabilitated and returned to a life in the wild.
Contracted an architect to design the Visitors’ Education Centre.
Hosted multiple school groups.
Raised the profile of BFFE through organised visits to the Centre and other outreach activities.

“2011 was one of the most exciting years of my life: the construction was challenging and complicated; rescuing the lions
and then living with them is an on-going adventure; our team has grown but is well-motivated and committed and the
support from BFF remains strong. We are all set for another big year in 2012.”
Bereket Girma, Born Free Ethiopia

Marketing
The core objective of the Marketing Department is to undertake effective, high-profile and successful marketing and related
activities to provide funding to the Foundation in order to meet programme and operational needs.
Annual Highlights
• Extended relationship with Wild In Art concluding ‘Pride in Bournemouth’ and launching events in Cape Town, Northampton
and Norwich.
• Redefined membership offering, including kids clubs.
• Increased outreach via web, social media sites and electronic media.
• Developed funding for Ethiopian work (Ensessakotteh) via many sources.
• Established and developed in-country sponsorship and marketing relationships through Kenya and South Africa offices.
• Expanded Christmas offering.
• Developed MOON-SIGN range of Catherine Best jewellery.
• Design and production of 22 European Zoo reports.
• Maintained and developed relationships with existing partners, notably Thomson Airways and Land Rover.
• Developed new relationships including Global Plantations, Wild about Beauty, Green Gem, and Redbush Tea.
• Expanded Tiger Coalition partnership with the Clinton Partnership to increase fundraising and awareness opportunities.
• Increased the number of Born Free events.
• Redesigned the fundraisers’ kit.
• Maintained a productive and effective marketing mix (Corporate, events, design and literature, merchandise, legacy,
adoption, membership, etc.)

“This year has seen the expansion of ongoing relationships and ideas ensuring that income and awareness continues in a
difficult climate. It is such loyalty and innovation that underpins our work in the field and our success.”
Anne Tudor, Marketing Director
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Public Relations
Our core objective is to maintain and build on the Charity’s global media platform and its reputation and status as a leader in the field
of animal welfare and conservation. Born Free’s PR Department provides PR support across Programmes and Marketing as well as
initiating PR-driven exposure for the Foundation and its philosophies in both a pro-active and re-active way.
Annual Highlights
Support for Our Campaigns
• The dolphins Tom and Misha were part of a successful PR campaign throughout the year. The Sunday Times Magazine ran a
four-page spread feature also exposing the captive dolphin industry.
• A feature article and appeal on the Ethiopian lion rescue was placed in the Sunday Express. The Editor paid tribute to
Virginia McKenna.
• The plight of Africa’s elephants featured in Vanity Fair whilst an influential piece in the Sunday Times looked into solutions
for human-elephant conflict.
• The reports on European zoos were widely publicised in respected European media.
• Born Free and other animal welfare groups, working with the Independent, handed a large petition in to Downing Street
calling for a ban on wild animals in circuses. Born Free was also prominently quoted in a number of high profile media zoo
and circus stories, including the re-homing of Anne the elephant.
Support for our Fundraising Activities
• Virginia McKenna’s 80th birthday gala evening at the Savoy achieved high-level celebrity and media attendance. The Shere
Khan necklace, sold at auction on the evening, was modelled in advance by Joanna Lumley and photographed by John
Swannell and featured in over 1,600 web-sites and publications such as Vogue, Hello, and the Telegraph.
• The Tiger Gala at the Mandarin Oriental was featured in the national press.
• Working with Land Rover, promo videos highlighted our work in the field, with on-going features in Land Rover’s One Life
Magazine.
• Born Free’s Christmas campaign was supported by a TV advertisement starring Martin Clunes and associated media coverage.
• A spectacular PR campaign was launched in South Africa for ‘Pride of Cape Town’ fronted by Queen guitar legend Brian
May, with support from Land Rover and Virginia McKenna. ‘Pride in Bournemouth’, launched with Patron Martin Clunes and
Virginia McKenna, was covered by the BBC and the Daily Telegraph.
• ‘WildcreW’, the new kids club was re-launched with CBBC presenters Chris Jarvis & Pui Fan Lee as part of their Roadshow.
Maintaining Born Free’s Profile
• Virginia McKenna’s Lifetime Achievement Award, presented by Brian May of Queen at the Wet Nose Awards was widely
reported. Virginia talked about Born Free’s work in other appearances and pieces such as the BBC Antiques Programme, Put
Your Money Where Your Mouth Is, the BBC Wildlife Magazine and at the launch of the ‘Virginia McKenna’ rose at the
Hampton Court Flower Show.
• In advance of her wedding to HSH Prince Albert of Monaco, Charlene Wittstock talked about Born Free in the media. Hello
Magazine ran a lead feature on the engagement of Born Free Patron Nick Knowles to Jessica Rose Moore at the Born Free
Rescue Centre at Shamwari Reserve, South Africa.
• The BBC programme ‘Elsa: The Lioness That Changed the World’, documenting the ‘Born Free’ story and the life of George
Adamson, won the ‘Conservation Hero’ award at the prestigious Jackson Hole Film Festival. This was picked up in the wider
media.

“Born Free has managed to maintain a high profile across all media. Campaigns like the rehabilitation of the dolphins
showcased Born Free’s ability to deliver a solid worldwide media news story, whilst maintaining an action-packed media
agenda across the board. As always, our thanks to our media partners and the celebrity Patrons who help profile our work.”
Shirley Galligan, PR Director
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Operations
The Operations Department comprises the Administration, Member and Support Services (AMSS) and Finance teams, providing
the infrastructure and support essential to Born Free’s work.
Administration, Member and Support Services
The AMSS team provides a personal and timely service to all our members, animal adopters and donors and the essential
administrative support. The team also coordinates the efforts of our volunteers.
Finance
The finance team provides the essential financial back office support for Born Free operations world-wide.
Annual Highlights
• The Born Free main servers and network were upgraded to provide a faster, more reliable IT system, with expanded
storage capacity for the increasing number of electronic images and footage. A server was installed in the Kenya office.
• The CARE customer relationship database was upgraded to give greater functionality and a more versatile, user-friendly
‘front end’.
• An interface was created between the on-line shop and CARE providing faster handling of supporters’ orders and reducing
staff workload.
• Born Free’s computer workstations worldwide were upgraded and converted to run Office 2010. This was largely done with
donated hardware and software.
• A number of initiatives ensured Born Free’s continued compliance with matters such as contract management, VAT,
employment law and rules on overseas payments.
• Born Free submitted an application to register as a South African charity (non-profit company).
• In light of Born Free’s increased profile overseas, applications were filed for EU trademarks to complement existing UK
cover.

“The developments and upgrades to our IT systems and the various governance initiatives involved a lot of work but there is
great satisfaction in having put them in place. They will provide much of the unseen infrastructure that Born Free needs for
the future.”
Simon Allen, Operations Director
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GOVERNANCE
Status and Objects
The charity is a company limited by guarantee. Our governing document is a Memorandum & Articles of Association, which
dates from 1998. Our formal Objects are set out in the section on Strategy & Plans on page 4.
Governing Body and Structure
Our governing body is a Board of Directors. The Directors are the Trustees of the charity. As at 31 March 2012 there were
nine members. There was one resignation and one appointment during the year.
Our structure remained unchanged during the year. Although most business is dealt with at quarterly meetings we have a
Finance & General Purposes Committee and we use ad hoc working groups, who progress specific issues and report back to
the Board. However, our Risk Management Working Group was set up on a permanent basis recognising the importance of
the subject.
We have two overseas branches – in Ethiopia and Kenya - and two subsidiaries – Born Free Trading Ltd, Born Free Films Ltd
(which is dormant). We hope to set a further charitable subsidiary in South Africa, where we have significant commitments
and opportunities.
We have a well-established annual planning and budgeting process that covers the charity and its subsidiaries and Branches.
Decision making
The Board formally set out how it saw its role some years ago and has subsequently periodically reviewed the position. After
a full scale review last year which resulted in a number of small but useful, practical matters being put into effect we have
not made any more changes.
We continue to see our prime function as to ensure the good governance of the charity and to this end we focus on matters
of policy and general strategy, the approval of plans, the monitoring of progress with charitable projects, financial control and
investments.
Operational responsibility is delegated to the Chief Executive Officer. The Board is assisted by a Secretary who advises us on
governance generally and also acts as Treasurer in monitoring financial matters on our behalf.
The Board receives two formal reports in advance of its meetings – a Quarterly Report that deals with charitable projects and
operational matters and a Treasurer’s Report that covers financial and related matters.
Trustees
The changes during the year were reported in the Chair’s Introduction and above.
As anticipated we did need to recruit and it followed our established practise. We carry out a skills audit to identify the
qualities sought in potential candidates and a trustee’s working group manages the appointment process, reporting to the full
Board. We provide new trustees with structured induction that included comprehensive documentation, individual briefings
and the opportunity to visit our offices to meet staff.
Risk Management
Our philosophy on risk management is well-established and has been steadily refined. A Risks Register is maintained. The
assessment of risks on the register is documented and rated in terms of the likelihood of occurrence and the potential
impact. The whole situation is reviewed annually by a Risk Management Working Group. We took the opportunity to fine
tune our approach in light of the Charity Commission’s updated advice.
We can confirm that the major risks to which the charity is exposed as identified by the Trustees have been reviewed and
systems have been established to mitigate those risks.
Reserves
We comment on this matter in our Financial Review.
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GOVERNANCE
Investments
Our portfolio has performed satisfactorily, given our particular ethical requirements and the general state of markets around
the world. We continued with our two fund managers - Quilter who focus on UK equities and worldwide fixed interest and
Charles Stanley who manage a portfolio of non UK equities. Both provided us with regular written reports and meet with the
F&GP Committee.
Grants
Born Free made grants to organisations who share the aims and values of the charity. Organisations seeking grants provide
documentation outlining how the grant will be spent. The expenditure is regularly reviewed by Foundation staff.
Disclosure of Information to Auditors
So far as each Director at the date of approval is aware:
• there is no relevant audit information of which the company’s auditors are unaware; and
• the Board of Directors have taken all steps that they ought to have taken to make themselves aware of any relevant audit
information and to establish that the auditors are aware of that information.
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FINANCIAL
REVIEW
This was quite a difficult year for us because of the background economic situation but we weathered it in reasonable shape.
Income & Fundraising
Our total Income at just under £3.2m was 4% lower than last year.
Our strategy is to seek as much diversification in our income streams as possible, so that we are not over reliant on any one
aspect, and this has served us well. The results of this approach will be seen in the Accounts on page 23.
Our trading subsidiary, which provides a vehicle for related commercial activity such as merchandise sales, found the going
very hard but still made a small profit.
Charitable Expenditure
Our expenditure on charitable projects fell but still amounted to almost £2.2m. The breakdown by project is set out in the
Accounts on page 23 and details of projects themselves are in the CEO’s Report section.
Our policy continues to be to give priority to maintaining support for core projects and where we can to achieve a continuing,
steady increase in spending, subject to maintaining reserves adequate to under-pin our long term commitments.
Reserves
There has been no change in our policy, which is that, having regard to our significant long term obligations (eg Shamwari;
Ensessakotteh in Ethiopia; the Elephant Transit Home in Sri Lanka; the Tiger Sanctuary in India; the Ethiopian Wolf
Conservation Project), we should maintain our reserves of about £4m in real terms (based at September 2010). The relevant
figure was below target after inflation, at just under £4.2m. However we expect that this could well fall in the new financial
year as we draw down cash to maintain project spend.
Investments
During the year we received income of £93,042 (25% more than last year) and saw our investments increase in value by 3%
to just over £2.2m.
Our decision to appoint a second fund manager to create a portfolio of non UK equities has now been carried through
resulting in a more diversified portfolio.
In monitoring the performance of our appointed fund managers we use individual benchmarks, reflecting our asset allocation
policy.
As we have very specific constraints regarding ethical investments we accept that sometimes we may sacrifice the possibility
of gains (for example we will not invest in businesses that test their products on animals, such as cigarette manufacturers, or
cause significant environmental damage, such as mining companies), so our core aim is to achieve a better return than we
could through simply using cash deposits. We received reports from the ethical analysts we retain and remain satisfied with
our holdings but keep the position under active review.
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TRUSTEES’
RESPONSIBILITIES
Under the Charities Act 2011 and the Companies Act 2006, the Trustees are required to prepare a report and financial
statements in accordance with applicable law and United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice.
Company law requires the Trustees to prepare financial statements for each financial year which give a true and fair
view of the state of affairs of the Company and of its incoming resources and application of resources, including its
income and expenditure, that period. In preparing those accounts, the Trustees are required to:
• select suitable accounting policies and then apply them consistently;
• make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and prudent;
• state whether applicable accounting standards and statements of recommended practice have been followed, subject
to any material departures disclosed and explained in the financial statements; and
• prepare the accounts on the going concern basis unless it is inappropriate to presume that the company will
continue its operations.
The Trustees are responsible for maintaining proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable accuracy at any
time the financial position of the Company and to enable them to ensure that the financial statements comply with
the Companies Act 2006 and the regulations under Section 42(1) of the Charities Act 1993. They are also responsible
for safeguarding the assets of the Company and hence for taking reasonable steps for the prevention and detection of
fraud and other irregularities

This report was approved by the trustees on 11 September 2012 and signed on their behalf by

Brian Bergin
Secretary
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INDEPENDENT
AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF THE BORN FREE FOUNDATION LIMITED
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GROUP STATEMENT OF
FINANCIAL ACTIVITIES

Incorporating the Income and Expenditure Account and the Statement of Total Recognised Gains and Losses
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 2012
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